1.6: Publishing

"Publishing" does not have to mean that your work will be printed and sold in bookstores. Getting your writing ready to submit is a form of publishing as well, and there is always the opportunity to publish your own work on a blog or a similar outlet. Regardless of whether you are sending to a book printer, putting a post online for the world to read, or formatting and assembling a paper for a professor to evaluate, you want your work to present a good impression of you and your ideas.

Formatting Styles - "Publishing" a Paper for a Professor

- MLA Formatting and Style Guide (English classes)
- APA Formatting and Style (classes in the social sciences)
- Chicago/Turabian style

Writing for the Web

1. Writing for the Web
2. Audience and Writing
   1. Corporate Writing
3. Writing on Social Networking Platforms
   1. Your Words will follow You
4. Visual Awareness
5. Use of Video and Graphics
More on Publishing

1. Overview
2. Types of Publication
   1. Do-It-Yourself Print Publishing
   2. Academic Publishing
   3. Commercial Publishing
   4. Electronic Publication
3. Your Rights
4. External Links
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